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Abstract. Let X be an arbitrary reflexive Banach space, and let JV be a

nest on X. Denote by 3¡(/V) the set of all derivations from Algyf into

AlgyT . For N C J? , we set TV- = \¡{M £/:WciV}. We also write
0- = 0 . Finally, for E,F eJ^ define (E, F] = {K 6 jT : E C K Ç F} . In
this paper we prove that a sufficient condition for 9!(JV) to be (topologically)

algebraically reflexive is that for all 0 ¿ E £ Jf and for all X ± F e ^ , there

exist M <E (0, E] and N e (F, X], such that M- C M and 7V_ C N. In
particular, we prove that this condition automatically holds for nests acting on

finite-dimensional Banach spaces.

1. Introduction

In this paper we study local derivations of nest algebras on Banach spaces.

Before we define local derivations, we first stipulate that all Banach spaces and

Banach algebras considered in this paper will be over the complex number field.

Let sé be a Banach algebra. We denote by 2 (sé) the set of all derivations on
sé . We say that a linear mapping (p:sé -» s/ is a local derivation of sé if for
all A £ sé , there exists a ô £ 3 (sé), depending on A , such that <p(A) - S(A).

The following two questions seem natural: (a) Is every local derivation of sf

a derivation? (b) If every operator in 3!(sé) is norm-continuous, then is every

norm-continuous local derivation of sé a derivation? In general, the answer to
these questions is negative (see [K]). However, for some special Banach algebras,

e.g., von Neumann algebras, the answer is positive; the answer is also positive

for B(X), the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a Banach space X [K,

LS]. We find it of interest to study those Banach algebras for which the answer

to the above questions is positive.

The above two questions can be reformulated in terms of the notions of

algebraic reflexivity and (topological ) algebraic reflexivity. These concepts of

reflexivity have appeared in various contexts [DH, L, ALVS]. To define these

notions of reflexivity, we first establish some notation. Let F be a Banach

space.  Let L(V) be the algebra of all linear operators on V, and let B(V)
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be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on V. If 38 ç L(V), we write

refa(^) = {T £ L(V) : Tv £38v, v £ V} and refat(38) = {T £ B(V) : Tv G
38v, v £V}. Here, 38v = {Sv : S g 38} . For 38 ç L(V), 38 is said to be
algebraically reflexive if 38 = reí\(38) ; whereas for 38 ç 77(F), 38 is said to
be (topologically) algebraically reflexive if 38 = ref\a(38). \f 38 CL(V) and
T £ L(V) ,we say that T is locally in ^ if for all v £ V there exists an S £ 38

such that Tv = Sv. Using these definitions, observe that for 38 ç L(V), 38

is algebraically reflexive if and only if for all T £ L(V), T £38 whenever T

is locally in 38 . Similarly, observe that for 38 ç B(V), 38 is (topologically)
algebraically reflexive if and only if for all T g 77(F), íeJ whenever T is

locally in 38. Now let sé be a Banach algebra. In the above definitions, set

V = sé and 38 = 2¡(sé). Note that for (¡> £ L(sé), 0 is in 2¡(sé) if and
only if 0 is a local derivation of sé . Therefore, according to the observations
immediately above, questions (a) and (b) can be reformulated, respectively, as

follows: (a') Is 2¡(sé) algebraically reflexive? (b') If 3l(sé) ç B(sé), then is

2¡(sé) (topologically) algebraically reflexive? Thus, the aforementioned results
of [K] and [LS] can be restated as saying that if R is a von Neumann algebra

and X is a Banach space, then 3¡(R) is (topologically) algebraically reflexive

and 2(B(X)) is algebraically reflexive.
The main theorem of this paper is Theorem 3.7. To state this theorem,

let X be an arbitrary reflexive Banach space, and let / be a nest on X.

For JVc/, let JV_ = \¡{M G JV" : M c N}. We also write 0_ = 0. If
E, F £ JV define (E, F] = {K g JV : E c K ç F}. Finally, let AlgyT be
the algebra of all T £ B(X) such that T(M) CM for all M £ JV, and write
3(JV) = ¡2>(A\gJV). Then Theorem 3.7 states that every norm-continuous

local derivation of Algyf is a derivation if the nest JV satisfies the following
condition: For all OcMe/" and for all X D N £ JV, there exist £1 G
(0, M] and E2 £ (N, X], such that (£>)_ c Ex and (E2)- c E2. Now, a
result obtained in [HI] states that 3¡(yV) ç B(A\gJ/~) ; hence, combining this

result with Theorem 3.7, we see that if yT satisfies the last condition, above,

then 3(yy) is (topologically) algebraically reflexive. We conjecture that this is

true even when X and J^ are completely arbitrary.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout the rest of this paper, X will denote a Banach space and B(X)

will denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. Moreover, we will

assume that all subspaces of Banach spaces are closed and that all operators on
Banach spaces are bounded. The symbol c will denote proper set inclusion. A

nest JV in X is a totally ordered lattice of subspaces of X that contains 0, X

and is closed under arbitrary closed linear spans, denoted by V » and arbitrary

closed intersections, denoted by /\. If N £ JV and N c X, then we write

7V+ = /\{M e/:iVc M}. We also write X+ = X. For a subspace M of
X, define M± = {f £ X* : f(M) = 0} , where X* is the dual of X. If x £ X
and f £ X*, the rank-one operator u i-> f(u)x is denoted by x <8> /. If M is

a subspace of X and T g B(X), then the restriction of T to M is denoted

by T\M.

Lemma 2.1 [Lam]. If Sf is a subspace lattice, then x ® / G AlgJ? if and only

if there exists an element L g i? such that x £ L and f £ (L-)1-.
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Lemma 2.2 [H3, Spa]. Let AXgjV be a nest algebra on Banach space X. Then

the subalgebra of AXgjV generated by all rank-one operators in AlgJ^ is dense

in AigjV in the strong operator topology.

Let sé be an algebra, and let J£ be a bimodule of sé . Let 8 be a linear

mapping from sé into Jf. Then 8 is said to be a derivation from sé into

Jf if 8(AB) = A8(B) + 8(A)B for all A , B £sé . 8 is an inner derivation if
there exists an element M £jf such that for all Ac.se, 8(A) = MA - AM.
We say 8 is a local derivation if for each A g sé, there exists a derivation

y a'.sé —> Jf, depending on A , such that 8(A) = y ¿(A).
Recall that a complete lattice Sf is said to be completely distributive if the

following identity and its dual hold:

A V L«,ß= V A^w).
a€AßeB feBAa€A

Here, {La ß : a £ A, ß £ B} is an arbitrary family of elements from Sf. (See
[Lam].)

Lemma 2.3 [HI]. Let Sf be a completely distributive subspace lattice of X.
Then every derivation from AigSf into B(X) is continuous.

Note that a nest JV is a completely distributive subspace lattice; therefore,
by Lemma 2.3, 3!(éV) ç B(X). Combining this with the main result of [H4],
we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Let JV be a nest on a Banach space X. Then every derivation from
AigJV into AlgjV is inner.

Remark. Corollary 3.8 of [H2] states that if Sf is a completely distributive
subspace lattice on X and if the first Hochschild cohomology space

H1(AlgSf,B(X)) = 0,

then Hx(A\gSf, Jf) = 0 for any reflexive bimodule Jf of sé that contains

sé . Then, by Lemma 2.4, we conclude that every derivation from AlgyT into
itself is inner. This will be used in this paper.

3. Local derivations

Let Jf be a nest in a Banach space X, and let tf> be a local derivation from
AlgjV into itself. By the remark following Lemma 2.4, <p has the property that

for each T £ AigJf there exists AT G Algyf such that <p(T) = ATT - TAT .
In the following statements, if we do not stipulate other conditions, the symbols
Jf and 4> will have the meaning just stated.

Theorem 3.1. Let N £ JV and 7V_ ̂  X.   Then there exist linear mappings

AN: N -> X and B*N : (7V_)X -» X* such that </>(x<S> f) = ANx®f + x® B*Nf
for all X£N, fe (AL)-1.

The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of related results found in

[LS]; therefore, we omit the proof.

Lemma 3.2. Let C be the field of complex numbers. Then for any N, M £JV
such that N c M and M- ± X there exists XMn £ C such that AM\ n =

An + XmnIn and BN\ (M-)1- = B*m + ^mnI(M-)1- ■
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Proof. Fix / G (M-)1- such that /V 0. Then

<t>(x®f) = ANx®f + x®BNf,    x£N,

and

4>(x®f) = AMx® f + x®B*Mf,    x £ M.

Thus (AM-AN)x®f = x®(BN-BM)f for all x G TV. This implies that for any
x £ N there exists Xx £C such that (AM - AN)x — Xx . Because (AM - An) is

linear on N, we have that there exists Xmn £ C such that (Am - AN)x = Xmn

on N. Here we also have BN\ (M-)1- = BM + ^mnJ(M-)1- ■   n

Lemma 3.3. There exist a linear mapping A : \J{N : N £ JV, N_ ^ X} —> X
and a linear mapping B* : ^{(N-)-1 : N £ ¿V, N ¿ 0} -> X* such that

(f>(x ® f) = Ax® f + x® B*f for all x® f in AlgyT.

Proof. Fix N £ JV such that N ¿ 0 and 7V_ ̂  X. Also, fix Af G yT such
that M ¿ 0 and M_ ^ *. Define /4^ and (77^)' as follows:

(AM, if M = N, (B*m, ifM = N,

A'm = \am-Xmn,    if MdN,        (BM)'=l Bm + Xmn,    if M d N,

\Am + Xmn,    ifMcN, [b*m-Xmn,    ifMcN.

We see that if Mx D M2,then A'Mi\M2 = A'Mi and (BM2)'\m¡)^ = (BMy.

Thus we can define a linear mapping A : \J{N : N £ yV, N- ^ X} —> X,
such that A\M = A'M whenever M £ JV and M- ^ X. Similarly, we can

define a linear mapping B* : ^{(N^)1- : N £ JV, N- ¿ 0} — X*, such that
B*\(N-)-L = (BNY whenever N £ ¿V and TV ̂  0. Therefore the mappings

A, B satisfy the requirement of the lemma.   □

Lemma 3.4. If <f> is norm-continuous, then the mappings A, B* in Lemma

3.3 are bounded on their domains. Therefore A can be extended to a bounded

linear operator A on all of X. Likewise, B* can be extended to a bounded

linear operator on all of X*.

Proof. Fix N £JV such that 7V_ ̂  X and N ^ 0. Because <f> is bounded, it
follows from the closed graph theorem that A\ N and B*\ (N_)± are bounded.

Now let 0 # M G JV, and let / G (M.)-1, with ||/|| = 1. If M D JV, then
we have / g (AL)-1, and hence ||7i*/|| < ||5*|(Ar_)j.||. On the other hand,

suppose that M c N and choose any xo G M with ||xo|| = 1 ; then ||7i*/|| =

\\xo®B*f\\ = U(xo®f)-Axo9f\\ = \\il>(xo®f)-A\Nxo®f\\<\\4>\\ + \\A\N\\.
Because JV is a nest and M is arbitrary, we see that B* is bounded on its

domain.
To show that A is bounded on its domain, let M £ JV be such that 0 ^ M_

and A7_ ¿ X. Choose x £ M with \\x\\ = 1. Now pick /0 G (M-)1- with

H/oll = 1 • Then we have \\Ax\\ = \\Ax ® Toll = \\<¡>(x ® f0) - x ® B*f0\\ <
\\4>\\ + \\B*\\. Thus A is bounded on its domain.   D

Corollary 3.5. If X is a reflexive Banach space, then there exist A, B £ B(X)

such that <f)(x ® f) = Ax ® f + x® B for all x® f £ AigJV.

Proof. Let B = (77*)*. Then the conclusion follows from Lemma 3.4.   D
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Corollary 3.6. If X isa reflexive Banach space and 4> is continuous in the strong
operator topology, then <p £ 31 (JV).

Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 3.5, there exist A, B £ B(X) such that
4>(T) — AT+TB for all T £ AlgJV. By the remark following Lemma 2.4, every
member of 3(JV) is inner, and therefore, because 0 is a local derivation, we

must have (f)(1) = 0, i.e., B = -A . Thus, <f>(T) = AT-TA for all T £ AlgJV.
Hence 0 is in fact a derivation.   D

Theorem 3.7. Suppose that X is reflexive and (j) is norm-continuous. Moreover,

suppose that JV satisfies the following condition: For all 0 c M g JV and for all
X D N £ JV, there exist Ex £ (0, M] and E2 £ (N, X] such that (£,)_ c Ex
and (E2)- C E2. Then <f> £ 3(JV) .

Proof. Let A, B £ B(X) be as in Corollary 3.5, and for T G AlgJV define
(f>o(T) = (¡>(T) - (AT + TB). Then <¡>q is a linear mapping from AlgJV into
B(X) such that <po(F) = 0 for all finite rank operators F g AlgJV. We
claim that (¡>q — 0. Otherwise, there exist T £ AlgJV and x £ X such that

(po(T)x ^ 0. By hypothesis, we may assume that there exists 0 ^ Ei £JV such

that (Ei)- c Ei and <j>o(x) £ (£i)_ . Likewise, by hypothesis, we may assume

that there exists E2 £ JV such that (E2)- c E2 , with x £ E2 and x & (E2)- .

Choose / G (E2)i , ge(Ei)±, yeEt such that f(x) = 1, g(MT)x) = 1,
g(y) = 1. Then x ® f and y ® g are projections in AlgJV. Therefore,

y®g4>o((I-y®g)T(I-x®f))x®f = 0. Because T - (I -y ® g)T(I - x® f)
is of finite rank, we have that <f>o(T - (I - y ® g)T(I - x ® /)) = 0. It follows
that 0 = (y ® g)(j)o(T)(x ® f) = g(MT)x)y ® f. Thus g(MT)x) = 0, which
produces a contradiction. Therefore, <p(T) = AT + TB for all T £ AlgJV. As

in the proof of Corollary 3.6, </>(I) = 0 ; hence B = -A , i.e., <j>(T) = AT - TA
for all T £ AlgJV . Hence 0 is a derivation.   G

Corollary 3.8. Let X be as in Theorem 3.7. Then 2(JV) is (topologically)
algebraically reflexive.

Corollary 3.9. If dimX < oo, then 3¡(JV) is algebraically reflexive.

Corollary 3.10. Let X be reflexive. Suppose that JV has the property that 0+ ^

0 and X- ^ X. Then 3(JV) is (topologically) algebraically reflexive.
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